Hi, my name is Mike Lester, and I’m the KSC Technology Transfer Partnership Manager with Kennedy Space Center’s Exploration Research & Technology Programs. I’ll bet you’re familiar with NASA’s innovation to explore space but did you also know that many of NASA’s inventions also improve our lives here on Earth? Through our Technology Transfer Program, NASA has for decades helped the US public use our patented space technologies to create break-through products for use on Earth, that make our world a better place and impact our everyday lives in a positive way. Those of us working for the program are committed to ensuring that continues so the Nation receives the fullest benefit from NASA’s effort to unravel the mysteries of space and to create a better world for future generations. But to do that, we need you! A new generation of engineers, scientists, inventors and high tech entrepreneurs willing...
to find creative ways to use NASA's technologies to solve complex problems facing our home planet.

And who knows...maybe you're that person.